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Abstract: - We propose the encryption and decryption algorithm to produce authenticator. In local execute grid 
node, we use this authenticator to build user information data base and do authentication application. In super-
visor grid node, we use the authenticator to build remote user information data base and do authentication ap-
plication. When these algorithms install in all grid nodes, we can run authentication in all system more secure 
and effective. 
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1   Introduction 
The term “Grid” was coined in the mid 1990s to 
denote a proposed distributed computing infrastruc-
ture for advanced science and engineering [2]. In 
grid environment, users may access the computa-
tional resources at many sites [1]. Lee et al. [3] pro-
posed a dynamic supervising model which can utilize 
the grid resources, e.g., CPU, storages, etc., more 
flexible and optimal. Lee et al. [4, 5] proposed a 
dynamic analyzing resources model which can re-
ceive the information about CPU usages, number of 
running jobs of each grid node to achieve load-
balancing and make the plans and allocations of the 
resources of collaborated nodes optimize. 

In general, the functions of security system are se-
curity, authenticity, integrity, non-repudiation, data 
confidentiality and access control [12]. Rivest et al. 
[10] proposed public cryptosystem. McEliece [7] 
used algebraic coding theory to propose public key. 
Merkle [8] presented “One way hash function” and 
used for digital signature. 1988, Miyaguchi [9] de-
veloped fast data encipherment algorithm (FEAL-8). 
All of these are encryption algorithm. Lee and Lee [6] 
used insertion, rotation, transposition, shift, comple-
ment and pack of the basic computer operations to 
design encryption and decryption algorithm. 

In this paper, we propose the authentication en-
cryption algorithm in the execute grid node. We ap-
ply user-id and password to generate authenticator to 
send and create user information data base in the 
supervisor node. Supervisor has authentication de-
cryption algorithm to decrypt authenticator to get 
user-id. We use user-id as key to access user infor-

mation data base and verify users from execute grid 
node.  
 
2 Framework of the Proposed  

Authentication 
In this section, we present the framework of the pro-
posed authentication. Based on grid computing archi-
tecture, we divide grid nodes into supervisor grid 
node (S0), backup supervisor grid node (B1) and 
execute grid node (Xi). We also present the supervi-
sor authentication (SA) on the supervisor grid node, 
execute authentication (EA) on the backup supervi-
sor and execute grid node, as shown in Fig. 1. 
 
 

 
 
 

Fig. 1. Architecture of the proposed authentication 
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We present the supervisor authentication (SA) on the 
supervisor grid node. Their modules in this authenti-
cation are shown in Fig. 2. 

The functions of these modules are as the follows: 
(1)Supervisor user interactive module (SUIM):  

Supervisor user interactive module (SUIM) uses 
to process user request from remote execute grid 
nodes. It calls supervisor remote authentication 
module (SRAM) to process. 

(2)Supervisor remote authentication module 
(SRAM):  

Supervisor remote authentication module (SRAM) 
uses to access remote authentication. Calls remote 
authentication decryption component (RADC) to 
decrypt authenticator from execute grid node and 
gets user-id and authenticator. The operations of 
SRAM are as follows: 
(i) Supervisor create remote (SCR): it uses user-id 

and authenticator to create remote user infor-
mation data base (RUIDB) and write to log 
file (LG). 

(ii) Supervisor delete remote (SDR): it uses user-
id as key to delete remote user information 
data base (RUIDB) and write to log file. 

(iii) Supervisor replace remote (SRR): it uses 
user-id as key to replace remote user informa-
tion data base (RUIDB) by new authenticator 
and write to log file (LG). 

(iv) Supervisor access remote (SAR): it uses user-
id as key  to verify that if the user authentica-
tor exists from remote user information data 
base (RUIDB) and then returns  message to 
request execute grid node or request execute 
grid node to be transferred. 

(3). Supervisor return remote message (SRRM): it  
returns the result message to execute grid node. 

We use user-id as key to create RUIDB (remote 
user information data base). The contents are user-
id, authenticator and node name (if it needs). The 
format is as table 1. 
 

Table.1. RUIDB (Remote User Information Data 
Base)  

 
User-Id Authenticator 

 

 
 

 
 
 
Fig. 2. Framework of the SA 

 
2.2  Execute Grid Node 
We present the execute authentication (EA) on the 
execute grid node as shown in Fig. 3. 

The functions of these modules are as the follows: 
(1). Execute user interactive module (EUIM): It 

uses to process user’s requests from local or re-
mote supervisor or remote execute grid nodes. If 
it receives data from local operation, it calls lo-
cal authentication module (LAM) to process lo-
cal authentication. If it receives data to remote 
operation, it calls execute send authentication 
module (ESAM) to send to supervisor or calls 
execute access supervisor/execute request mod-
ule (EASERM) to process supervisor or other 
execute grid node request processes.  

 
 

 
 
Fig. 3. Framework of the EA 
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authentication. Calls local authentication encryp-
tion component (LAEC) to encrypt input data 
(user-id and password) to get authenticator. 
The operations of LAM are as follows: 
(i) Local create (LC): Local create (LC) receives 

user information from the local node to create 
local user information data base (LUIDB) and 
writes to log file (LG). 

(ii) Local delete (LD):  Local delete (LD) re-
ceives user information from the local node to 
delete local user information data base 
(LUIDB) and writes to log file. 

(iii) Local replace (LR): Local replace (LR) 
checks old user information from the local 
user information data base (LUIDB). If it ex-
ists, then it will replace local user information 
data base (LUIDB) by new authenticator and 
write to log file. 

(iv) Local access (LA): Local access (LA) re-
ceives user information from the local node to 
verify from local user information data base 
(LUIDB) to check user exist. 

(v) Local message (LM): Local message compo-
nent (LM) processes returned message to us-
ers. 

(3).Execute send authentication module (ESAM): It 
call remote authentication encryption compo-
nent (RAEC) to encrypt user-id and password to 
produce authenticator and send the authenticator 
to supervisor grid node. 

(4).Execute access supervisor/execute request mod-
ule (EASERM): It processes supervisor or other 
execute grid node request process. If the message 
is encrypted, then it calls remote authentication 
decryption component (RADC) to decrypt mes-
sage first.  After processing, it returns messages 
to request node. 

(5).Execute send message module (ESMM): It 
sends message to supervisor grid node or request 
grid node. 

We use user-id as key to create LUIDB (local user 
information data base). The contents are user-id, 
authenticator. The format is as table 1. 
 

2.3 Backup Supervisor Grid Node 
Backup supervisor grid node works as the execute 
grid node normally. It replaces supervisor, when it 
decides that the supervisor can not work. 

 
3 Produce Authenticator Encryption 
and Decryption Algorithm Description 
In order to encrypt plaintext to cipher text, we should 
solve the following items. 

(1) Change contents of plaintext;                  

(2)  Volume of same data to send; 
(3) Network transmission; 
(4) Position exchange;   
(5) Data uncertainty;   
(6) Simple computation;               
(7) Store key in cipher text. 

In the proposed algorithm, we have solved (1) (2) (3) 
(4) (6) of above items. Because authenticator must be 
unique for each user, we do not have (5) and (7). 

 
3.1 Encryption Algorithm Locality (LAEC 
Local Authentication Encryption Component) 
The encryption algorithm of LAEC is as follows: 
3.1.1. Create symbol table of plaintext. 

(1) The plaintext is the combination of user-id and 
password.  

(2) Let user-id be U1U2…UU, password be 
P1P2…PP. 

(3) Store them in the symbol table (ST) as 
U1U2…UU P1P2…PP., and N=U+P 

3.1.2. Change contents of plaintext: 
(1) Set rotated byte and rotate symbol table.  

Set rotated byte RB1= PP-1PP mode (N/2) and 
RB2 = PP-3PP-2 mode (N/2). We divide symbol 
table (ST) to two equal parts, saying SP1 and 
SP2, length (SP1)= length(SP2) or length(SP1) 
=length(SP2)+1. We rotate SP1 to left RB1 
times and rotate SP2 to right RB2 times. Insert 
RB1, RB2 to the trailer of combination of new 
SP1 and SP2. Get symbol table after rotation 
(STAR) as SP11…SP21…RB1 RB2 

(2) Shift the symbol table  
(i) Get shift left table (SLT) of each byte, the 

contained value of shift left table is be-
tween 0 to 8, as shown below:  Shift Left 
Table: (SLT): F1F2…FN+2     

(ii) Shift each byte of symbol table after rota-
tion (STAR) according to the contained 
value of shift left table (SLT). 

(iii) Get symbol table after shift (STAS) as  
SS1SS2 …SS N+2   

3.1.3. Position exchange: 
(1) Transpose symbol table after shift. 

Get transposition table (TT) as T1T2 …T N+2. 
Following the transposition table (TT), we 
transpose the symbol table after shift (STAS) 
and get symbol table after transposition 
(STAT) as ST1 ST2…  ST N+2.  
This is local to produce authenticator. 
 

3.2 Encryption Algorithm Remote (Remote 
Authentication Encryption Component, 
RAEC) 
3.2.1. Create symbol table 
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The same as Section 3.1.1.   
3.2.2. Change contents of plaintext. 

Same as Section 3.1.2 
3.2.3. Network transmission: 

(1) Complement the symbol table after rotation 
(i) Set control bit table (CBIT) to all 0 and byte   

length is L= [(N+1)/8+1].  
(ii) If the value of symbol table after rotation 

(STAR) is below the certain value (ex. 2016), 
we complement the symbol of symbol table 
after rotation (STAR) to get symbol table af-
ter complement (STAC) and set the relative 
bit of control bit table (CBIT) to 1.  

(iii)The results of these two tables are as follows: 
Control Bit Table (CBIT):  C1C2 …CL      
Symbol Table after Complement (STAC): 
SS1SC2…SSN+2 

(2) Packed control byte table  
(i) To form control byte table (CBT), we take 

each 7 bits (as eeeeeee) of control bit table 
(CBIT) from left and set control byte as 
ee1eeeee. The length of control byte table is 
K=[(N+1)/7] +1.  

(ii)Get control byte table (CBT) as 
(C1B1)(C1B2 )...(C1BK) 

(3) Combine symbol table after complement and 
control byte table to symbol table after com-
bination 

 (i)Combine symbol table after complement 
(STAC) and control byte table (CBT). 

(ii)Get symbol table after combination (SAC) 
as   SS1…SSN+2C1B1…C1BK 

3.2.4. Position exchange: 
  (1) Transpose the symbol table after combination 

to get cipher text. 
(i) Set the position table (PT) as P1P2…PN+2+K 
(ii) Following position table (PT), we change 

the location of the symbol table after com-
bination (SAC). 

(iii) Get cipher text (CT) as SP1SP2…SPN+2+K.  
This is authenticator. 

3.2.5 Message sends out 
The format of message is as length of authenti-
cator, authenticator, grid name. 

 
3.3 Decryption Algorithm (Remote Authenti-

cation Decryption Component, RADC) 
Decryption is the reverse order of encryption. 
We get authenticator from message.  
The steps of decryption algorithm are as follows:  
(1). Get the authenticator 
(2). Position exchange: Using transposition op-

eration. 

(3).Network transmission: Using pack and com-
plement operations. 

(4). Restore contents: Using shift and rotate op-
erations. 

 
3.4 Message 
The message transmitted is length of authenticator, 
authenticator, node name, new authenticator (option). 
We decrypt authenticator to get user-id and use the 
user-id as key to build user information data base.  
 
4 Performance (Encryption and De-

cryption only) 
In this section, we use INTEL, Pentium D830 DDR 
to implement these algorithms. In local, we only 
need encryption. In supervisor, we need decryption. 
Table 2 is the result of processing time in supervisor. 
 
Table 2. Encryption and Decryption Processing Time  

 
*1M=1000000 processing times,   
*2 processing time in second 

 
5  Conclusion and Discussion 
In this study, we use the basic computing operations 
to design these encryption and decryption algorithms. 
We don’t need any special hardware. Finally, we 
make some comments about this study. 
(1) In local authentication, we only use user-id and 

password to call local authentication encryption 
component (LAEC) to produce authenticator and 
we do not need decryption process. In the remote 
authentication, the execute grid node calls remote 
authentication encryption component (RAEC) to 
encryption user-id and password, then it sends to 
supervisor. Supervisor calls remote authentica-
tion decryption component (RADC) to decrypt 
authenticator. 

(2) In remote, we should have the following tables 
and values to do decryption: 
(a) Position table (PT)                        
(b) Shift Left Table (SLT) 
(c) Length of plaintext to encryption 

(3) If the length of authenticator is short, we can 
double the symbol table. 

 Encryption (Bytes) Decryption (Bytes) 

Times*1 8 16 32 8 16 32 

1M   6.42*2 7.98 10.98 5.59 7.61 11.48

4M 
25.58 32.00 43.92 23.02 30.66 45.20

8M 54.14 63.98 87.95 45.66 61.77 91.84
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(4) The reasons of difficult cryptanalysis are as fol-
lows: 

(i)Through rotation and transposition, when plain-
text is on sequence numbers, the authenticator 
has changed and it may be different position. It 
is difficult to process cryptanalysis. 

(ii) Through rotation and left shift, the content has 
changed. 

(iii)Through complement, we can avoid control 
codes of transmission. 

(5) Using basic operations, we don’t need complex 
computation. 

(6) From the Table 2, we have the processing time of 
proposed encryption and decryption is smaller 
than other’s algorithms. 

(7) In supervisor grid node, we can also do local 
authentication.  
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